We recently completed our monthly survey (~5,400 respondents) which saw weakening in C4Q22’s growth and seasonality. Both C1Q23’s and our initial C2Q23’s outlook showed continued weak demand and seasonality. In addition, the bookings for both C1Q and C2Q shows sub seasonal outlooks that point to lack of recovery until late C3Q or even C4Q.

The survey showed C4Q22 outlook decreased vs. last month; with 11% expecting q/q growth vs. 15% previously; while 59% see it as weaker vs. 57% last month.

The survey also showed C1Q23 weaker vs. last month with 6% seeing the quarter being better vs. 5% previously; while 61% see it as worse vs. 57% last month.

Backlog cancellation expectations (slide 8) continues to show slightly weaker trends. This fits into what we are seeing from our “on the ground” checks.

Key product inventory and availability (slide 9) roughly the same across all key products and are now at nominal levels.

Inventories growth outlook (slide 10) showed improvement trends vs. last month for C4Q and C1Q.

The survey shows pricing trends (slide 11) remaining roughly the same vs. last month’s survey.
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